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MAXPOS 50/5 Wins Product of the Year
High performance positioning controller

Medical Design Briefs magazine, targeted to medical product design engineers and managers, provides readers with the latest advances in technology, materials, and regulatory issues. Each month, Medical Design Briefs magazine publishes a Product of the Month deemed to have exceptional technical merit and practical value for its design engineering readers. At the end of the year, readers are asked to vote for one among the 12 Products of the Month that they feel was the most significant new product introduced to the engineering community in 2014.

“This year, maxon precision motors' MAXPOS 50/5 high-performance positioning controller was a top vote-getter, earning this prestigious honor,” said Beth G. Sisk, Editor of Medical Design Briefs. “We are very proud to present the Product of the Year award to maxon precision motors for providing motion control technology that allows manufacturers to create the next generation of effective, efficient, and safe medical products.”
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